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HIGH BLOOD

High Blood
(Eksmo, 2020)

Sergey Samsonov
Sergey Samsonov is the laureate of the Debut and the Yasnaya Polyana Literary Awards. He was also a finalist for the National Bestseller and the Big
Book Literary Awards
The new classics from a phenomenal author – epic historical saga of the
major turning point in Russian history: the rise of the Soviet power and the
great war of Russians against Russians.
This is more impressive than “War and Peace”, more heartfelt than “Tikhiy
Don” and “Doctor Zhivago”.
Sergey Samsonov’s new novel is about the nature of power. Rooting deep
into the break of the country after the 1917 revolution, it is a story of opposition and mutual attraction between the Reds and the Whites during the
Civil War. “High Blood” reveals the inhumanity of the government, which
takes people hostage and leaves them with nothing in order to exercise
complete control over them.

WOMEN VOICES

Never Have
I Ever

Sis

In a patriarchal Kazakhstan
town, where a bride has to be
a virgin, but it is hard to build
a long term relationships, Kora
opens a lingerie studio.

tion, bulimia and child traumas
described in this novel, where
some characters keep silent
and some try to shout out, but
remain unheard.

Malika Atey

more info

Salsa, Spindle
Christina Guepting and Zero
Women’s rights, family abuse,
Greenwich
#metoo, altered self-percep-

more info

Shirin Shafieva

A magical realism novel about
love, dance and witchcraft.
more info

Dedeime

Stella Prudohn
Rights sold: Italy
To feel young again, Hannah
took the firstborn daughter
from her son, Dovid, and was
raising the girl herself as her
own daughter. It appears that
this is common practice in
mountain families, no one can
oppose the mother, who is the
first after God.
more info

LITERARY AWARDS. BULAT KHANOV

Variable Values

Anger

Pinioned Flights

Shortlisted for National Bestseller Award
2020

The Lyceum Literary Award

They are aware that no one has ever
managed to break free from oneself, time
or society, and they want to become an
exception to the rule.

Modern school survival story of a young
teacher.

Gloomy and ruthless social drama of an
overwhelming anger, eating out human
life.

more info

more info

LITERARY AWARDS

Reef

Alexey Polyarinov
Prize-winning author (The New Literary Award 2019 – Public Choise) concentrates
on the study of present-day sects in his light yet psychologically deep new novel.

Moscow Wall

Peter Vlasov, Olga Vlasova
Longlisted for The Yasnaya Polyana Award 2020
This is the new Middle Ages, though it is 2020. It is no wonder that Moscow, which has become a base for the European army, is surrounded by a 30-meter wall, and the forests near
Moscow are full of partisans.
more info

LITERARY AWARDS

Letters on Clay Tablet
Sukhabat Aflatuni

Sukhbat Aflatuni — laureate of The Russian Prize Literary Award, short-listed for The Big Book Award, The Russian Booker Prize and The Yasnaya
Polyana Award.
A new Teacher comes to a far away village, after his predecessor hanged
himself, to teach children ancient mysterious alphabet which can help to return water to the village.
more info

CRIME FICTION

Telephonist

Orion’s Belt

We, the Gods

A dark, harsh, addictive story that easily competes with the best Scandinavian
thrillers for the right to deprive you of a
good night’s sleep

40 detective novels, which sold more
than 35 million copies

One of Eksmo best-selling authors, His
books have been adapted into films and
TV series

Roman Kanushkin

more info

Tatyana Ustinova
Talented scriptwriter Antonina Morozova
is happily married to famous film director
Alexander. Who would ever have thought
that one day her ideal life would turn into
a detective script?
more info

Oleg Roy

As a result of his grandiose project Harry Fisher causes a terrible pandemic that
cannot be stopped. Millions of people die,
not even having time to contemplate the
reason behind the illness and death.

TANGLED STORIES

The Origin
Anton Bilzho

Micheal and Maria used to be scientists inventing a 3D printer for livestock business.
They secretly used it for creating living copies of Micheal - Rafael, Gabriel, Barachiel,
Uriel - living their separate lives as people who lost memory.

Wallpaper Patterns
Alexander Karpov

Andrey, who is a congenitally mute and
paralyzed boy, involuntarily becomes a
witness to his father’s horrendous crimes.
“Wallpaper Patterns” is a psychological
drama in which time is rewound three
hundred years back to tell the story of
two families which come together in Andrey.

Don’t Sleep
Under a Fig Tree
Shirin Shafieva

What it is it like to pretend dead in order
to become famous.

YOUNG ADULT

Mara and
Morok
(Book I and II)
Lia Arden

A cocktail of dark fantasy,
young adult novel and Slavic
mythology.
14 000 copies sold
more info

The Darkest
Golden Night
Lia Arden

From a best-selling YA author
of “Mara and Morok” series
here comes a new mix of detailed fantasy world, Persian
motives and exciting adventures

Swamplands

Irina Bogatyreva
Еthnical fantasy from the Debut Literary Award (for young
authors) short-lister. A story
of a little girl Zhu, who lost his
mom and was sent to a faraway, God-forgotten village in
the north of Russia. Zhu has to
live her own life in the mystical
village surrounded by forests
and swamps.
more info

Hotelier of
Death

Gleb Kascheev
Seventeen year old Lev Yarin
is an average Moscow guy,
whose life is: getting through
the exams and getting money
to date a girl he likes. In search
for a job Lev comes to a strange
hotel looking for an “eternal
hotel clerk”. In a couple of days
Lev discovers, that the hotel is
a portal between two worlds –
Moscow and Dark-Town.
more info

MEDICINE

The Silence of the
Liver

Immunity Attacks

Harmonic Hormones

Ilya Smitienko

Yulia Sidorova

Doctor Vyalov shares dozens of unknown
facts about how your liver works, and
brings the most acute information on
how to deal with liver diseases.

All you need to know about autoimmune
diseases - conditions when the immune
system is aggressive to the body’s own
organs and tissues with autoantibodies
emerging in the blood, like a spot bombing, selectively attack certain tissue structures.

This book is a guide to the hormonal
health of your child, from conception
to adolescence.

Sergey Vyalov

more info

Why body destroys itself

Pediatric endocrinology for parents

more info

BUSINESS

Time Killers. Search and Destroy
Alexander Friedman

No empty talk! Time and energy are priceless. Theory of Constraints — identify what is standing on your way to achieving your goal.
more info

Sales Monster

Igor Ryzov

Sales guaranteed! A new title from a twice winner of «The Best Business Book in the Russian Language», international coach with 20 years of experience, author of «Kremlin School
of Negotiations»
more info

BUSINESS

From Rhino To Unicorn.

How to drive your business through transformations
and avoid deadly traps

Victor Orlovsky, Vladimir Korovkin
You will be able to:
• create a «roadmap» for digital transformation;
• prepare the thinking of managers for the task and give them the necessary competencies;
• select the right goal for your strategy and more.
more info

HEALTH

Natural Immunity
Medicine vs. Medicine

Sergey Bubnovsky
This book is for anyone who is interested
in alternative medicine.
While the author does not deny the necessity of vaccines developing, he also
offers his own vaccine the lifestyle according to “father of natural immunity”
Ilya Mechnikov.

Seven Floors
of Health

Sergey Bubnovsky
This is a new encyclopedia of restoring
and improving health by means of kinetic
therapy, without medication or surgery.
Dr. Bubnovsky provides recommendations
for a high quality of life without pain or
chronic diseases.

Face Taping

Polina Troitskaya
Facetaping is a new eco trend in aesthetic
medicine and it is a real chance to get the
face contours you always wished for without any injections and surgery.
more info

ART

Pastels

Olga Abramova
Olga Abramova has been
painting for over 20 years, but
her special love and passion
is pastel. Olga is famous for
her unique techniques, when
she mixes pastel with other art
media.
more info

Painting Fruits
and Vegetables

How to Start
Painting

A long awaited new title in a
best selling series by Valerio
Libralato and Tatyana Lapteva:
Watercolor Painting (the series includes titles on portraits,
flowers, landscapes, decorating techniques)

Karina Kino

Tatyana Lapteva

more info

School of Great Russian
Designers. First Steps

Stop mulling around various
success scenarios in your head
and panicking before taking
a decisive step forward! Get
inspired by watercolors of the
artist whose style has won over
thousands of thousands of
hearts.
more info

Thieves,
Vandals and
Idiots: Criminal
History of Art

Sophia Bagdasarova
Breathtaking stories about the
crimes in the world of Russian
art and Russian crimes in the
world of Art, ridiculously funny
criminals, details on the dark
side of an antique business.
more info

CRAFTS

Russian Embroidery
Comprehensive Encyclopedia

Anna Zaitseva
This colorful, highly illustrated and impressive-looking book is a great gift for anyone who loves embroidery and follows age-long folk traditions.
more info

3D Natural Embroidery:
Unique Techniques and Workshops

Polina Laamanen

Without exaggerating, this is a truly UNIQUE edition! The embroidery technique,
which borders on fine art, is presented by talented artist Polina Laamanen. In this
book, she generously reveals the secrets and techniques of volumetric embroidery
and, with the aid of her detailed and wonderfully illustrated instructions, anyone can
now master this new skill!
more info

PARENTING

Successful Parents = Successful Kids?
Simple Rules of Wise Parents
Marina Melia

Marina Melia is a psychologist with 40 years of experience who works and consults
in France and Russia. She proposes a more effective approach: when “direct parenting” doesn’t work, focus instead on yourself, our own words and deeds.
more info

Secret of First Year.
Celebrating the start of great life
Marina Melia

It is now scientifically proven that whether a person grows up determined or weakwilled, sociable or withdrawn, quick-witted or not very smart, largely depends on how
much the mother invests in the first 12 months.
more info

GAME INDUSTRY

Numbers Game:
Analytics in Video Games
Vasily Sabirov

Vasily Sabirov, co-founder of the www.devtodev.com/ analytical platform, knows how to level up your game. You will
learn the main tools, metrics and indicators to be considered
if you want to launch a successful and long-term project
more info

Hitchhiking Game Industry
Game as Business
Alexey Savchenko

How to Open Your Studio and Sell a Successful Game
You have a great idea and you are eager to create an amazing
game. You would like to start work immediately, but there’s
one problem: Where should you begin? Alexey Savchenko’s
Hitchhiking Game Industry will be your reliable navigator in
the stormy seas of game development.

ANIMALS

CAToLOGIC:
What Your Cat Isn’t Telling You
Marina Zherebilova

Find the root causes of behavioral problems and analyze ways to deal with them:
the book not only describes the problem but tells you how and where it likely appeared in the first place.
more info

Eat Pray Love Pet Love Praise

Nastya Bobkova and Nadya Pigareva

Any problems in dog-human interaction can be eliminated.

PSYCHOLOGY \ SELF-HELP

Practical Psychosomatics
How Emotions and Thoughts Program Diseases

Artyom Tolokonin
In his book, Artem Tolokonin, Ph.D in medicine and psychotherapist, analyzes and
explores the blueprint of diseases, even if the conflict existed in your family several generations before you were born. The doctor is sure that your body knows
the answer and can tell you about it. You just need to see what your subconscious
wants to show you.
more info

The Human Code
Ilya Knabengof

Ilya Knabengof has spent thirty years carefully studying everything related to
spiritual and self-development practices, of various religions, schools and teachings.
Now eliminating rituals and mythology he adapts his study to our everyday needs.
This book contains the most useful thoughts and practices from Christian, Buddhist,
Qigong, Tai Chi, Yogi and Vedic teachings.

